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Resumen
Este proyecto describe un sistema para realizar detección de personas y seg-
mentación semántica en un escenario multicámara. La fusión de estas dos disciplinas
tendrá como resultado detecciones de personas contextualmente filtradas. Se ha usado
un entorno multicámara para reproyectar detecciones de una cámara a otra. Como
ejemplo de uso, datos estadísticos de áreas semánticas concretas en la escena han
sido igualmente extraídos. Para lograr una interacción completa con el usuario se
ha diseñado una Interfaz de Usuario Gráfica a partir de una aplicación multihilo qué
permitirá al usuario definir el entorno de detección de personas, así como mostrar
resultados en tiempo real de ejecución.
Para poder llevar a cabo estos objetivos un estudio del estado del arte ha sido
realizado. Se han analizado los diferentes detectores de personas, haciendo énfasis
en aquellos que utilizan propuestas de objetos. Además, se han estudiado nuevos
métodos en el entorno de la detección de personas tales como las redes neuronales. Se
ha revisado el estado del arte actual sobre la extracción de información contextual,
y en concreto, en el uso de la segmentación semántica. Finalmente, las ventajas y
desventajas de los escenarios con configuración multicámara se han descrito.
Para lograr los objetivos mencionados, se ha propuesto un nuevo sistema que
realiza detección de personas bajo diferentes condiciones de filtrado. Se han integrado
en el sistema detectores como HOG, DPM, ACF, Fast-RCNN o PSP-Net y además
se ha realizado segmentación semántica. Ambas fuentes de información han sido
combinadas en un entorno común representado mediante un plano cenital de la escena.
Finalmente, el rendimiento del sistema ha sido probado en un data-set generado
y manualmente anotado para generar graficas de rendimiento y estadísticos de uso.
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Abstract
This project describes a system to perform pedestrian detection and semantic
segmentation in a multi-camera recorded scenario. The fusion of both disciplines
leads to contextually filtered pedestrian detection. The multi camera system is used to
reproject detections from one camera to the others. As an use example, statistical data
usage of specific semantic areas in the scene is also extracted. For user interaction a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) based on a multithread application has been designed.
The GUI allows the user to define the method setup as well as display results in
execution time.
In order to carry these tasks out a study of the state of the art has been done.
Pedestrian detection approaches are reviewed emphasizing in those that rely on object
proposals. Also, recent trends in the task of Pedestrian Detection are analyzed. In
addition, current state of the art in the extraction of contextual information and
 specifically  on the use of, semantic segmentation is studied. Finally, multi-camera
scenarios are also described.
A new system has been proposed in order to achieve the objectives and perform
pedestrian detections under diﬀerent filtering and fusion conditions. Detectors such
as HOG, DPM, ACF, Fast-RCNN or PSP-Net have been integrated and a complete
semantic segmentation has been performed. Both information has been combined in
a common developed frame.
Finally, system performance has been tested in a generated dataset with manually
annotated ground truth.
Keywords
Pedestrian detection, multi camera, semantic segmentation, cenital plane.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Nowadays, we live surrounded by electronic devices which claimed objective is to en-
sure the safety and security of the global population and to ease our lives on everyday
tasks. These range from biometric systems [1] to all kind of diﬀerent electrical sen-
sors, including video surveillance cameras. These cameras are of real interest when
developing Computer Vision algorithms in the scope of video surveillance [2].
The combination of these veins of research may lead to the automation of high-level
human semantic tasks such as people detection [3], object detection and recognition [4,
5, 6] and extraction of contextual information [7]. The automation of these processes
permits end-users build on these information sources to define the latest stages of
video surveillance systems. These are usually the critical ones, e.g. alarm raising
when some predefined event occurs.
Usually, video surveillance systems are focused either on the analysis of a single-
camera point of view  which leads to a simple scenario in which the potential action-
s/events to detect are observed from a single point in the scene  or, on the analysis
of a multi-camera setup. This last configuration may provide multiple benefits when
analyzing big spaces as it provides to user diﬀerent views of the scene, disambiguating
occluded areas in the mono-camera views.
Among Computer Vision applications running on a multi-camera scenario, a piv-
otal field of research is the analysis of public spaces. These are often crowd populated
scenarios which analysis requires the combination of the data obtained by all record-
ing cameras. It is of real interest to analyze people behavior patterns [8, 9, 10] and
temporal usage of a given area in large-scale scenarios such as shopping malls, uni-
versities and, generally, public-use buildings. Analysis ranges from the extraction
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of statistical measures of behavior to the detection of anomalous unexpected events
[11]. This results may come from a combination of complementary algorithms such
as contextual and semantic area classification, people detection and crowd behavior
analysis.
1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to extract contextual descriptions from a large-
scale populated multi camera scenario. A potential application of this task is illus-
trated by the extraction of temporal statistical usage data from relevant areas in the
scene. The whole solution needs to be controlled through the use of a Graphical User
Interface application.
To fulfill this objective, this work embraces two diﬀerent blocks of objectives that
complement each other. The first one targets the design of a graphical user interface
(GUI). The second block deals with algorithm and research-related objectives.
Graphical User Interface
The GUI should be able to visualize and dynamically arrange  under a user-friendly
environment  statistics from diﬀerent areas of interest in a public space.
Algorithm
The algorithm related objectives are:
1. To integrate a semantic segmentation algorithm to perform contextual element
in video sequences. The objective is to detect, classify and determine the spatial
extend on each frame of the video of relevant elements such as doors, chairs,
corridors and floor areas. We aim to:
(a) Combine semantic information coming from diﬀerent cameras.
(b) Identify the usage rate of some important elements of the scene measured
by number of people per time interval.
2. To globally integrate state of the art pedestrian detection algorithms results per
view. To this aim, we need to:
(a) Create a pedestrian detector fusion mechanism to take advantage of the
multi-camera scenario sharing detections from one camera to the others.
(b) Increase pedestrian detection algorithms performance by the use of seman-
tic constraining information to suppress false detections.
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1.3 Thesis Structure
The master thesis is divided into the following chapters:
• Chapter 1. Introduction.
• Chapter 2. State of the Art.
• Chapter 4. Developed Application.
• Chapter 3. Proposed System.
• Chapter 5. Results.
• Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Work.
• Appendices
• Bibliography.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
As explained in Chapter 1, the analysis of a public crowed space embraces many
diﬀerent algorithms from Computer Vision disciplines.
This Chapter aims to study the State Of the Art in pedestrian detection ap-
proaches. In addition, it also covers the topic of contextual information and specif-
ically, the algorithms in the field of semantic segmentation. The advantages and
disadvantages of analysis in multi camera scenarios are also discussed.
2.1 Pedestrian Detection
Pedestrian detection (PD) has been a hot research topic in Computer Vision during
the past few years due to its impact in several Computer Vision applications. Its
main objective is to identify a potential object as a person by automatically detecting
its position and relative size in the scene.
Nowadays, it can be consider a partially-solved problem. Although there are
excellent PD in the literature, there is no algorithm able to eﬀectively perform PD on
a generic scenario. This is the main reason why PD is still one of the most researched
areas in Computer Vision.
The complexity related to PD lies on the large amount of available data-sets with
diﬀerent video and people characteristics including challenges such as: people occlu-
sions, poses and scales and scenes captured under extreme illumination conditions.
Caltech [12]  recorded on a vehicle in an urban environment , ETHZ [13]  recorded
from a chariot which moves through pedestrian paths , TUD [14]  static camera in
a crossing campus scene  or INRIA [15]  collects precise people images both static
and moving  are some of the PD data-sets that have been proposed through the
years to train PD. Figure 2.1 gathers some examples of the images in these data-sets.
5
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(a) Caltech [12] (b) ETHZ [13]
(c) TUD [14] (d) INRIA [15]
Figure 2.1: Examples images of PD data-sets
2.1.1 Classical Pedestrian Detection Approaches
Several PD in this State of the Art are arranged under three diﬀerent topics. First,
diﬀerent pedestrian descriptor schemes are explained. Second, person detection ap-
proaches are studied. Finally, various approaches to define person model are analyzed.
Person Description
An organization of existing PD approaches based on the descriptor may start with the
Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG), which in combination with linear Support
Vectors Machine (SVM) have been mainly used to describe pedestrian shape [15].
Diﬀerentially, discriminative Part Models (DPM) such as [16] propose to divide the
human body into diﬀerent parts (head, trunk, legs...) and search for their combination
on the image to extract PD.
Others PD approaches are based on the use of the Aggregate Channel Features
[17]. Algorithms based on ACF rely on a combination of diﬀerent channels such as
normalized gradient magnitude, histogram of oriented gradients (6 channels), and
LUV color channels to achieve the final detection.
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Person Detection
In [18] object detection is defined as the extraction of potential object candidates to
be a person from a scene. Mainly object detections algorithms are:
• Sliding window  also known as  exhaustive search: uses an eﬃcient classi-
fier to test every possible image window. Parameters such as window size, or
overlapping between them, are common tuning values that increase or decrease
the performance of the detector. These methods usually need from 104 to 105
windows per image to perform decently. This number grows exponentially for
multi-scale detection. If the complexity of the core classifier is increased in every
window testing, the computational time will end up being not aﬀordable.
• Segmentation: Uses segmentation as a preliminary step for PD. The use of
algorithms such as background subtraction lead to the segregation of the image.
Alternatively, color segmentation based on color skin detection can be used to
restrict people search. By all means, segmentation severally reduces person
candidates reducing the computational time.
• Segmentation + Exhaustive search: Alternatively, a combination of previous
techniques. In this case the previous step of segmentation does not lead to
final candidates but to a delimited small area that could contain some candi-
dates objects. After the segmentation process, a sliding window technique is
performed over the reduced scene area. In this case, improvements from both
approaches are exploited as the computational cost of the exhaustive search
(which is its main drawback) is reduced by the use of segmentation. Figure 2.2
depicts a flowchart for a generic PD approach which relies on the combination
of segmentation and exhaustive search.
Person Model
The model of a person can be considered as the set of characteristics used to discrim-
inate between people and any other object in the scene. In [18] three diﬀerent types
of person model are assumed:
• Based on appearance: Most of the available detectors in the State of the Art
use appearance information to define the person model. In this group one can
diﬀerentiate two approaches to describe the shape of a person.
G Holistic: People are defined as a unique and indivisible region or shape.
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Figure 2.2: Generic Pedestrian Detector Example Diagram. Image extracted from
[18]
G Part-based: Rely on more complex characteristics where a person is defined
as a combination of multiple shapes, regions or parts of its body.
Examples of appearance-based detectors are those that use silhouettes to classify
people, either from an holistic or a part-based basis, or color distribution.
• Based on motion: Human appearance is likely to change due to environmental
factors such as light conditions, clothes or camera settings. In addition, people
variability in terms of height, weigh and poses make appearance likely to vary.
For these reasons, some approaches try to get rid of these factors and detect
pedestrians using only its motion information. For instance in [19], detections
are based on a periodic motion analysis.
• Based on appearance + motion: Algorithms such as [20, 21] merge both ap-
pearance and motion information. Most of these algorithms combine people
detection and tracking, targeting to improve people tracking rather than PD.
In [22] a comparison of the performance of PD on diﬀerent data-sets is made. This
comparison is partially included in Table 2.1. See VPU Website1 for the complete
table.
1http://www-vpu.eps.uam.es/DS/PDbm/results.html
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Video HOG ISM Fusion Edge DTDP ACF Faster-RCNN
1 89.3 71.4 34.9 84.9 96.7 99.3 99.7
2 69.2 82.9 92.5 90.2 77.1 77.1 98.2
3 55.6 75.7 64.3 71.7 68.9 68.9 82.9
4 10.1 1.0 0.5 5.4 33.9 33.9 37.5
Average AUC 56 57.5 48 63 69.1 69.8 79.5
Table 2.1: Pedestrian Detection Performance. Adapted from [22] (selected ap-
proaches). Metric for this evaluation is the average AUC.
2.1.2 Recent Trends in Pedestrian Detection
During this section recent PD trends in terms of person detection and description are
presented.
Person Detection
PD based on HOG, DPM and ACF generally rely on “sliding window” detectors ,
however, as mentioned before one of the main drawbacks of this approach is the high
computational time needed to achieve good performance.
One of the most successful solutions to overcome this time consumption problem
without losing detection quality is the use of object proposals [6].
Object proposals approaches perform a complete search over an image to detect
potential object candidates. These candidates are detected as image areas with visual
properties that distinguish them from the scene background.
In general, object proposal approaches reduce pedestrian candidates with respect
to sliding-window like algorithms and generally outperform segmentation based meth-
ods. This advantages lead to a higher object recall and more eﬃcient detection pro-
cesses. Successful examples of using proposals to improve and speed-up detection
include Faster R-CNN [5].
In [6] three set of proposal methods are analyzed:
• Grouping proposal methods attempt to generate multiple, and so, over-
lapping segments that are likely to correspond to objects. Here one can distin-
guish between three types of methods according to how they generate proposals.
Methods can generate proposals by groping super-pixels (SP), solving multiple
graph cut (GC) problems or finally, using edge contours (EC). Among those
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that use SP we can find Selective Search [23], Randomized Prim’s [24], Ranta-
lankia [25] or Chang [26]. Those that use GC are CPMC [27], Endres [28] or
Rigor [29]. Finally Geodesic [30] and MCG [31] use EC to obtain proposals.
• Window scoring proposal methods are an alternative approach to score each
candidate window according to the probability to contain an object. Usually
this methods tend to be faster and, in addition, they typically extract only
bounding boxes. One can find among other approaches Objectness [32], Rahtu
[33], Bing [34], EdgeBoxes [35], Feng [36], Zhang [37], RandomizedSeeds [38].
• Alternative proposal methods. Apart from the main groups a set of alter-
nate approaches such as ShapeSharing [39] or Multi-box [40] are also used to
extract object proposals.
Person Description
In recent years new schemes of PD have been proposed. Detectors based on deep
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have notably improved the accuracy of all
the previous analyzed algorithms.
Examples such as ImageNet [41] for image classification, CompACT [42], Fast-
RCN [43] or Faster R-CNN [5] for object detection expose that deep convolutional
networks usually improve the performance of aforementioned approaches. This fact is
clearly presented Table 2.1 where Faster R-CNN outperforms every other approach.
2.1.3 Next Steps Towards Generic Pedestrian Detection
PD is constantly in development and so, some future work lines can be set. In [3]
some research directions are proposed that could be of interest in the scope of this
work.
1. Use of context information. Starting from the hypothesis that a person is stand-
ing on the floor, the ground plane assumption can reduce errors if the detection
for both the person and the floor are accurate. This could be achieved by
extracting useful contextual information from the scene. In [18] contextual in-
formation is added to PD to increase performance. This is one of the main
objectives of the work.
2. Occlusion treatment. Usually pedestrians, due to other scene elements such as
columns or even other pedestrians appear occluded. When this happens PD per-
formance is substantially degraded under even mild occlusions. Improvements
in this area could increase the overall performance of PD in generic scenarios.
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2.2 Contextual Information
One can describe contextual information as the set of additional circumstances or
facts that can be extracted from a scene besides the target of analysis. Generally,
this set of circumstances is a source of information that is not extracted by machine
applications but constitutes key evidences for humans, which acquired this knowledge
during their life. By just taking a look to an outdoor image a human can derive where
the sky will be, what the weather conditions are or which time of the day is. Also,
by knowing the place where a video was recorded, one would imagine which objects
are more or less probable to be in the scene.
Dealing with computer vision disciplines, contextual information sources also in-
clude camera information (such as position, configuration, distance to an object and
camera motion), the set of objects that one could detect in the scene and the number
of available cameras.
One can divide contextual information into two diﬀerent levels: global and local
. Besides, we can also divide contextual information into two diﬀerent categories:
oﬄine, and online. Finally, we focus on a set of specific methods to extract context
 semantic segmentation–.
2.2.1 Global Context
Global context considers descriptions from an image as a whole. For instance, if the
context of a scene is known  kitchen , we can use this information to search for
typical objects in this context  e.g. a stove .
This kind of approaches are focused on psychology studies that suggests that
human perceptual processes work following a hierarchically organized process [44, 45].
Our perception system goes from a global structure towards a more detailed analysis
in a top-down scene interpretation.
Global context approaches aim to define a scene as an extra source of global
information. The structure of a determinate scene image can be estimated by means
of global image features as in [46].
2.2.2 Local Context
On the contrary, local context refers to contextual information related to a specific
object, e.g. a kitchen table may help to predict the presence of a spoon.
The impact area of an object  in contextual terms  is defined as a set of neigh-
boring objects, patches or even pixels. Algorithms dealing with the extraction of local
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contextual information aim to correctly define the area that surrounds an object to
precisely detect other object instances.
In [47] the inclusion of local contextual regions such as facial bounding contour
are used to improve face detection performance.
2.2.3 Oﬄine
Oﬄine contextual information is defined as the set of circumstances that are computed
before starting any kind of analysis procedure. This information leads to external
image information that may be used to constraint analysis algorithms. Approaches
such as [18] use previously introduced contextual information to improve part-based
PD over a scene.
2.2.4 Online
Online information, on the other hand, is to be extracted with the analysis. Online
extraction entails a degradation of an algorithm eﬃciency, albeit allows to dynamically
update the context.
Examples of online (and local) contextual information extractors are the algo-
rithms in the semantic segmentation branch. Next section (2.2.5) discuss some of the
approaches in this vein.
2.2.5 Semantic Segmentation
Semantic information is defined as the set of high-level elements from contextual
information. This can often lead to characteristics such as global image color [48]. It
can also describe an image by the position and status of relevant objects [49]. Or it
can also be used to define specific image areas in a scene such as walls, corridors or
walking paths [7].
Semantic segmentation targets to assign each image pixel a high-level label. If
accurately performed, it provides fully semantic understanding  which in terms of
Computer Vision , means that the location of an object within an image is known. A
potential result of a semantic segmentation method is depicted in Figure 2.3. In the
Figure four diﬀerent scenes are analyzed and divided into non-overlapping semantic
areas.
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Figure 2.3: Semantic segmentation on ADE20K data-set [50] by the algorithm de-
scribed in [7].
Semantic segmentation is a recent trend and nowadays, and so, it remains a sig-
nificant challenge for the computer vision community. Due to its short-life term there
is not yet a complete survey available in which algorithms are deeply analyzed and
compared. However, there are a set of benchmark where developers can upload their
obtained results with a given dataset and so, algorithms performance can be com-
pared.
An example of a popular benchmark is the Cityscapes Data-set [51]. It is a
large-scale data-set that contains stereo video sequences recorded in street scenes
from among 50 diﬀerent cities around the world. This data-set presents categories
annotations over pixels in more than 5000 frames. The set of categories is presented
in Table 2.2, whereas a subset of the compared methods in the Cityscapes Website2
are depict in Table 2.3. Only those algorithms that have more than 80% on IoU class
metric have been included in the Table.
2https://www.cityscapes-dataset.com/
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Category Classes
Flat road · sidewalk · parking · rail track
Human person · rider
Vehicle car · truck · bus · on rails · motorcycle · bicycle · caravan · trailer
Construction building · wall · fence · guard rail · bridge · tunnel
Object pole · pole group · traﬃc sign · traﬃc light
Nature vegetation · terrain
Sky sky
Void ground · dynamic · static
Table 2.2: Cityscapes Data-set Class Definitions
Algorithm Name IoU Category IoU Class Available Code
motovis(Anonymous) 91.5 81.3 No
PSPNet [7] 91.2 81.2 Yes
ResNet-38 [52] 91.0 80.6 Yes
NetWarp (Anonymous) 91.0 80.5 No
TuSimple_Coarse [53] 90.7 80.5 Yes
Table 2.3: Cityscapes Data-set Challenge Results (Intersection over Union metric)
PSPNet [7], ResNet-38 [52] and TuSimple_Coarse [53] are all based on convolu-
tional networks. This fact reveals that deep convolutional neural networks have led
to significant improvement over previous semantic segmentation systems since the
presentation of AlexNet [41] in 2012.
However, even when using CNNs, the main diﬃculty of scene parsing is related
to the type of scene and to label variety.
TuSimple_Coarse [53] propose a combination between dense upsampling convolu-
tion (DUC) to generate pixel-level prediction and a hybrid dilated convolution (HDC)
framework.
ResNet-38 [52] on the other hand, propose not only to not increase CNNs depth,
but rather to ensemble many relatively shallow networks to increase performance.
Their approach also improves usability reducing memory use and sometimes even
training time.
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Finally, PSPNet [7] deals with this problems assigning relationships between dif-
ferent labels, i.e. an airplane is likely to be in runway or flying in the sky while
not over a road or in the water. This relationships reduce slightly the complexity of
having large amounts of labels to predict and improve the general performance of the
algorithm.
In Figure 2.4 some visual examples of how this algorithms perform on Cityscapes
Data-set frames are displayed.
2.3 Multi-camera scenarios
The use of multiple cameras is a common setup when dealing with video surveillance
problems. One can define a multi-camera scenario as a space that has more than
one video camera recording. Ideally, the recordings for the diﬀerent cameras are
temporally aligned  synchronized . Having N camera instances allows to observe
the same event or object of interest from diﬀerent points of view. This leads to a set of
advantages in the scope of our work when dealing with PD and semantic classification
and also, to some unavoidable disadvantages.
• Advantages
As discussed in Section 2.1 one of the research paths towards PD is generic
occlusion handling. In this case, the use of a multi-camera scenario with relating
camera views could help. This could be achieved by reprojecting detections from
one camera to another whose miss rates are high as in [54].
When dealing with semantic segmentation, the inclusion of a multi-camera sys-
tem may arise some benefits. A single-camera system could lead to misclassi-
fication of labels in the image. In a multi-camera system one camera instance
may help to refine the classes in another one provided that, evidentially, the
views of both cameras partially overlap [55].
• Disadvantages
The main disadvantage when dealing with multi-camera systems is the expo-
nential grow of computational time. Algorithms should be performed N times.
This issue could be solved by the use of parallel coding to process cameras views
simultaneously.
Besides, the use of multiple cameras entail two additional tasks: the temporal
alignment of the views  synchronization  and the spatial arrangement of the
diﬀerent views  homographies .
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(a) ResNet-38 Algorithm. From top to bottom: Input images, ground truth and results.
(b) PSPNet Algorithm. From left to right: Input images, ground truth and results.
(c) TuSimple_Coarse Algorithm. From left to right: Input images, ground truth and results.
Figure 2.4: Semantic Segmentation result examples on Cityscapes Data-set
Chapter 3
Proposed System
During this Chapter our proposed system is analyzed. We start from the contextual
model generation and pedestrian detectors. Then, the fusion of all the obtained
elements in a multi camera system and semantic filtering are described. Finally, a
case of example which generates statistical usage data from semantic areas is proposed.
Figure 3.1 depicts the flowchart of the modular proposed method.
3.1 Contextual Model Generation
One of the main objectives in the scope of this work is to perform semantic segmen-
tation, which  as explained in Chapter 2  targets to divide one frame into diﬀerent
semantic areas. The relative position in the scene for elements such as doors, walls,
paths, and columns is required to achieve further objectives such as multi camera
pedestrian constraint and statistical data extraction.
For this complex task the algorithm PSP-Net [7] presented in Chapter 2 is used.
We choose PSP-Net because at the moment of this work was the one with available
code achieving the best results (see Table 2.3). The goal of this algorithm is to assign
each pixel in the image a category label.
3.1.1 Pyramid Scene Parsing Network
It uses a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) called Pyramid Scene Pars-
ing Network (PSPNet). This network is designed to improve performance for open-
vocabulary object identification in complex scene parsing. The structure of the net-
work is represented in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the proposed method
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the proposed PSPNet
Algorithm Stages
The algorithm is divided into diﬀerent stages:
1. Image in 3.2.(a) is processed it through a pre trained CNN called ResNet [56].
The objective is to get the full feature map 3.2.(b) of the last convolutional
layer. The final feature map in this step is 1/8 of the size of the input image.
2. Apply the main contribution of [7], called the Pyramid Pooling Module 3.2.(c).
The main objective of the module is to collect a few levels of information, much
more representative than global pooling. It separates the feature map into
diﬀerent sub-regions and forms pooled representations for diﬀerent locations.
Here a set of pooling, convolutional and upsampling layers are applied to harvest
diﬀerent sub-region representation in N diﬀerent scales.
3. Concatenation layers are used to form the final feature representation by fusing
the feature map extracted in 3.2.(b) and the Pyramid Pooling Module output.
This final feature carries both local and global context information.
4. The representation is fed into a convolutional layer which gets the final per-pixel
prediction 3.2.(d).
Semantic Segmentation Particularization
PSP-Net1 comes with a set of three diﬀerent pre trained Caﬀe2 models for three diﬀer-
ent datasets. The main diﬀerence between the models for our scope is the environment
in which the network has been trained.
1https://github.com/hszhao/PSPNet
2http://caﬀe.berkeleyvision.org/
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• ADE20K: This dataset is the most challenging as it has up to 150 diﬀerent
labels in a wide range of scenes. The scenes go from interior room places to
outdoor scenarios.
• VOC2012: It contains 20 object categories and one background class from di-
verse indoor and outdoor scenes.
• CityScapes: The last dataset defines 19 categories containing both stuﬀ and
objects. All the available sequences have been recorded from a driving car
while driving in the street.
Model Particularization
As one can observe the three diﬀerent models represent diﬀerent object categories in
diﬀerent real spaces. In our case we select the model based on two main reasons:
1. The model should have been trained with indoor scenes. This leads to discard
those models that represent only outdoors scenes as we would like our approach
to be used in an interior scenario. This excludes CityScapes dataset from our
options as all the classes and sequences used for training are from outdoor
scenes.
2. From the trained indoor models we have to choose between those whose cate-
gories best fit in our work. In this case VOC2012 dataset uses classes such as
boat, airplane or table which are not interesting for our segmentation problem
and it does not have classes such as door or wall which are really important for
us.
Selected Model
Considering these two reasons, we have selected the model ADE20K because as said,
it has elements such as walls, floor, person and column in its model.
However, we consider that most of the 150 label categories may be unused in our
procedure, so, the number of classes from the model has been reduced to the 21 classes
of our interest. Position and scores for those objects are the only ones obtained. This
class limitation leads above all in a considerably hard drive space saving. In Table
3.1 the final 21 selected classes are exposed.
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wall building floor ceiling road
window pane person door table chair
seat desk lamp column counter
path stairs screen door stairway toilet
poster bag
Table 3.1: Final classes list from ADE20K to use in PSP-Net
3.2 Pedestrian Detection
Along this section pedestrian State of the Art detectors that have been integrated
in the proposed system are presented. Some of them have been chosen due to their
eﬃciency, whereas some have been chosen due to its contrasted good performance
(see Chapter 2).
Besides, algorithm source code of all the chosen approaches is available.
3.2.1 Histogram of Oriented Gradients
Histogram of Oriented Gradients, i.e. HOG, is one of the main used detectors along
pedestrian detection field. This fact is due to it’s extremely simplicity in terms of the
descriptor complexity.
Person Descriptor
Pedestrians are described as set of HOG. This means that its shape and appearance
can be described by a set of gradients and intensities organized as orientation his-
tograms. These histograms describe intensity distributions from local gradients or
border directions. This descriptor can be observed graphically in Figure 3.3.
Model Generation
Once HOG have been used to describe the person shape, Support Vector Machines
are used to train a person model and to classify potential candidates as people. SVM
are a data classification method formed by a set of supervised training. The aim of
this kind of approaches is to produce a model which is able to predict classification
labels on a test set based only on the descriptors of the set and the model.
The idea behind SVM is that training vectors are mapped on to a bigger dimen-
sional space in which the data separation, by means of one or many hyperplane, is
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Figure 3.3: HOG Pedestrian Descriptor
much easier to divide than in the original dimensional space.
The combination between HOG and SVM leads to a fast detector that depending
on the situation performs decently, although it has some main drawbacks as its lack
of occlusion treatment.
The main implementation of Histogram of Oriented Gradient Pedestrian Detector
is in OpenCV library for C++.
3.2.2 Deformable Part Model
As was mentioned in the previous paragraph one of the main drawbacks when working
with the simple HOG pedestrian detector is that it describes the person model as a
whole which leads, inevitably, to the mentioned occlusion drawbacks.
Person Descriptor
Deformable Part Model tries to solve this problem, among others, by defining the
model as first, a global coarse template, secondly, several higher resolution part tem-
plates and finally a spatial model for the location of each body part. This description
can be observed in Figure 3.4.
Model Generation
Both global and part templates are modeled with Histogram Of Gradient features and
the model is built by using an improving over SVM called latent SVM. In addition,
scores for every detection are obtained by applying a root filter on the window plus
the sum over parts of the maximum over placements of the part filter score on the
resulting sub window minus the deformation cost.
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Figure 3.4: Detection example obtained with the DPM person model. From left to
right: Original image + detections, global coarse model, part templates and spatial
model for each part. Image extracted from [4].
Advantages over alternative PD Approaches
The use of this detector leads to a set of advantages than when using with others
simpler PD approaches. In terms of pedestrian occlusion treatment, we are able
to detect those people that have been occluded by something in the scene just by
detecting some visible part. This outperforms other detectors while working with
crowded scenes in which holistic methods have problems that lead for instance to
groups of people being detected as a unique detection. DPM DPM is ideally able to
separate them onto diﬀerent person instances.
However, its scanning window approach as well as the part based model lead to
some computational cost that increases the needed time to obtain detections.
The main implementation of Deformable Part Model Pedestrian Detector can be
found in OpenCV library for C++.
3.2.3 Aggregated Channel Features Detector
The basic idea behind ACF detector is to increase other approaches performance by
the use of many diﬀerent channels to describe an input image I.
Algorithm Stages
In Figure 3.5 one can observe the working path of the mentioned detector.
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Figure 3.5: Aggregated Channel Features architecture. [17]
1. Given an initial image I, several channels are computed. This channels are
named C = ⌦(I). In [17] a set of 10 channels are used to achieve state of the
art performance in pedestrian detection:
(a) Normalized gradient magnitude (1 channel).
(b) Histogram of oriented gradients (6 channels).
(c) LUV color channels (3 channels).
2. After the computation, every block of pixels in C is summed and the resulting
lower resolution channels are smoothed.
3. After a vectorizing process, features are single pixel lookups in the aggregated
channels. Boosting trees are then used to learn this features (pixels) in order
to distinguish people from the background.
3.2.4 Fast Region-Based Convolutional Network
Fast Region-Based Convolutional Network (Fast R-CNN) is used to perform oﬄine
pedestrian detection in our proposed system.
In 2.1.2 we mentioned that Fast-RCNN must use objects proposals for its usage.
In our developed system MCG [31] grouping method is used.
Algorithm Improvements over R-CNN
Fast-RCNN method sets its contributions in a several number of innovations to im-
prove training and testing speed over its fundamental base R-CNN:
1. Higher detection quality (mAP).
2. Training is single-stage, using a multi-task loss.
3. Training can update all network layers.
4. No disk storage is required for feature caching.
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Figure 3.6: Fast-RCNN architecture. [43]
Algorithm Architecture
In Figure 3.6 one can observe the general Fast-RCNN architecture. The input for the
Fast-RCNN network are the entire desired image that one wants to process and the
set of object proposals. Algorithm stages are:
1. Process the whole image with several convolutional and max pooling layers to
produce a convolutional feature map.
2. For every object proposal present in the image, a region of interest (ROI) pooling
layer extracts a fixed-length feature vector from the feature map.
3. Each feature vector is after, introduced onto a sequence of fully connected (FC)
layers that finally diverge into to output layers.
The first one produces probabilities estimates over K object classes.
The second one outputs four real numbers for each of the K object classes. This
set of 4 values encodes the final bounding box positions for one of the objects
from the K classes.
In this case, both Fast-RCNN detector and MCG object proposal extract are im-
plemented within external Matlab libraries and so, should be computed oﬄine and
introduced externally to the application.
3.2.5 PSP-Net
As we explained in Section 3.1 PSP-Net has been trained to detect people as a class.
In our proposed system we also use this approach by encapsulating connected com-
ponents and pixels labeled as pedestrians. Similarly to Fast-RCNN, PSP-Net results
are computed oﬄine and introduced externally to the application.
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3.3 Multi-Camera Fusion
Once the semantic model and pedestrian detections are obtained the next step is to
combine the information from diﬀerent camera sources and project it onto a common
plane. We called this process multi-camera fusion. During this section multi-camera
scenarios, generation of reference planes and pedestrian fusion is deeply explained.
3.3.1 Multi-camera Scenario
Our system runs on a multi-camera scenario, hence, the scene can be observed from
diﬀerent points of view. In Figure 3.7 we can observe how the scene is configured with
3 static video-surveillance cameras. Two of them are placed at the sides of the scene,
while one is at the bottom part. The starting views from the three static cameras are
displayed in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.7: Multi-camera configuration
Analyzing a multi-camera scenario has some advantages. Same scene area (as
depicted in Figure 3.8 ) can be observed from diﬀerent points of view. This implies
that for instance, detections from one camera can be used to create new detections
in another camera.
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(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
(c) Camera 3
Figure 3.8: Initial Camera Views
3.3.1.1 Cenital Plane Homography
Homography calculation is a pivotal task in our work and is the main base for the
multi-camera fusion of all the diﬀerent information.
The objective is to compute an homography matrix ⇡refHF that relates one camera
frame Ft at a time t, to a so called cenital plane ⇡ref , i.e. a bird-eye representation
of the scene.
With this homography matrix we are able to transform every frame pixel Ft(x1, y1)
to its corresponding position on the cenital plane ⇡ref (x2, y2), i.e. from 2DWorld!
3DWorld. This process is expressed in Eq 3.1.
Pi =   · ⇡refHF · pi (3.1)
, where   is a scale factor, Pi is the subset of points from ⇡ref and pi is the subset
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of points of the Ft.
This homography process, apart from transforming frame Ft perspective, enables
to project pedestrians detections to the cenital plane.
In order to compute an homography, a relation between at least 4 points in each
of the two images needs to be computed. In our proposed system, these images are a
camera frame Ft and a computer-generated cenital view plane ⇡ref . This means that
there is not a real correspondence for pixels and so, it is not possible to use a point
descriptor algorithm to extract common points between both images. User has to
manually select the points that represent the same spatial place in the images using
the Graphical User Interface and then the application computes homography matrix
⇡refHF .
3.3.1.2 Cenital Plan Design
For the proposed system the image depicted in Figure 3.9 has been used as cenital
view plane ⇡ref . The complete creation of the plane is detailed in Appendix A.
Figure 3.9: Cenital plane with camera positions
This plane has been designed in a highly detailed way -e.g. see the floor tiles 
providing enough scene evidences for the homography point selection and estimation
process.
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Figure 3.10: Multi-camera configuration with panning setup
3.3.1.3 Camera Panning
If cameras are static and pointing to the center of the scene (Figure 3.8) vision ampli-
tude compared to the complete scenario is quite limited due to the low vision range
of the cameras. They are covering the central part leaving completely unattended the
lateral parts of the scenario, precluding the analysis of the whole scene.
A solution for the low vision range problem is to include panning movement in
the cameras thanks to their PTZ technology. This solution is presented in the scene
diagram in Figure 3.10.
3.3.1.4 Camera Panning Discretization
Whereas camera panning allows to widen the visualization area, also entails a opera-
tive problem. A specific homography matrix ⇡refHFramet for each camera position is
required for cenital projection, which is an impractical solution.
Instead, we propose to sample the panning tour to select N views from the video
sequence. This leads to the obtention of an homography codebook in where an homog-
raphy matrix ⇡refHV iew for each of the N camera views is computed. This codebook
of views and homographies is used for projecting onto the cenital plane the whole
video sequence and its detections. Nevertheless, with the codebook, a set of N ho-
mographies may be used to project the same frame so one needs to be chosen. This
problem is analyzed in the following section.
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3.3.1.5 View Selection
One have to choose between the set of N codebook homography matrices to project
frames and detections onto the cenital plane. Frame Ft should be compared to each
of the N views to obtain an spatial correspondence and so, use the correct codebook
homography matrix.
Inter-image Comparison
In order to compare two images a comparison in terms of points of interest matching
is performed. To this aim, we use the AKAZE detector and descriptor [57] (Explained
in Appendix B).
1. Codebook N views are described in terms of points of interest using AKAZE.
2. Frame Ft points of interest are also extracted.
3. Ft points of interest are compared by Brute Force (BF) to each of the N set of
points of interest from codebook views.
4. The comparison that obtains more coincidences is the best spatial correspondent
and so, the selected view.
Intermediate Homography
If frame Ft is not spatially positioned as the correspondent view, the selected ho-
mography matrix from the codebook does not project the points correctly. This
problem can be solved by automatically calculating the homography between both
images (Frame Ft and codebook view) using the computed points of interest in the
Inter-image Comparison section. This means that now, to project detections from
the current frame Ft to the cenital plane ⇡ref two homographies are used:
1. Perspective of the original frame Ft is changed to the perspective of the selected
view in the codebook via V iewHFrame. This process ensures that the used
perspective is the same as the one that was used previously to compute the
homography.
2. Finally, the frame and its new perspective F˜t are projected to the cenital plane
by means of codebook homography of the selected view ⇡refHV iew.
This process is done identically for RGB, semantic frames or even pedestrian de-
tections. Figure 3.11 graphically depicts Inter-Image Comparison and Intermediate
Homography processes.
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Figure 3.11: View selection process and homography between views computation
exemplified by the projection of the semantic map of a non-sampled frame
Is essential to say, that, as we have to compare the frame Ft with all of the N
views from the codebook, there is a trade oﬀ between accuracy and computational
time. More sampled views means a better space discretization and more overlapping
between them and hence, a lower reprojection error in the Intermediate Homography
step. However, the computational time increases exponentially due to comparison
between frame Ft and the codebook views. Number of views N has to be selected so
it correctly represents the scene space and it keeps the computational time relatively
low. In our proposed system we have choose N = 9.
3.3.1.6 Video Sequence Synchronization
One of the main issues when dealing with multi camera systems, and specially, those
that combine information, is that video sequences should be temporally synchronized.
The same frame number F should represent the same exact moment t in all the
cameras so combination and fusion of the information is possible.
We have synchronized the processed videos using a called clapperboard technique.
This technique aims to synchronize using concrete events that can be observed from
all the cameras at the same time. By this, we are able to set a synchronize starting
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(a) RGB Projected Framet (b) RGB Projected Framet+ t
(c) Semantic Projected Framet (d) Semantic Projected Framet+ t
Figure 3.12: RGB and semantic projected frames
point from where the following video frames are temporally aligned.
3.3.2 Reference Planes and Semantic Fusion
During this Section our proposed method to create RGB and semantic reference planes
combining information from the cameras is explained. Besides, the computation of
semantic shared areas between cameras is analyzed.
3.3.2.1 Semantic and RGB Reference Plane Generation
Following the process scheme of Figure 3.11 one can project any video frame onto the
cenital perspective. By this, a set of projected RGB and semantic frames for each
camera are obtained (Figure 3.12).
Once all the video frames are projected a temporal average is applied through
a median filter for each camera. A reference plane ⇡ref C enclosed in the ground
plane is created by temporally fusing all the projected frames from the same camera
C. Given a set of pixels P (x0, y0, N) from the same spatial position (x0, y0) from N
diﬀerent projected images one can define median filter as in Eq 3.2.
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(a) Camera 1. RGB⇡ref 1 (b) Camera 2. RGB⇡ref 2
(c) Camera 3.RGB⇡ref 3
Figure 3.13: RGB Reference Planes RGB⇡ref C .
P (fx0, ey0) =
8<:P(N+1)/2 if N is odd1
2(PN/2 + P1+N/2) if N is even
(3.2)
, where PN is the N th order statistics of sorted set P .
Obtained reference frames ⇡ref C from the temporal averaging for RGB can be
observed in Figure 3.13 and for semantic information in Figure 3.14.
3.3.2.2 Semantic Fusion in the Reference Plane
Once semantic cenital maps Sem⇡ref C have been extracted, semantic fusion between
diﬀerent camera reference planes can be performed. The main objective is to obtain
common semantic areas, i.e. pixels with the same label within two or more cameras.
These pixels hypothetically have a higher probability to be that label as they have
been equally detected in two cameras. This information may be used to constrain
pedestrians detections. As the reference plane is obtained by the homography matrix
V iewHF ·⇡ref HV iew, we have only considered floor label pixels to create the common
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(a) Camera 1 Sem⇡ref 1 (b) Camera 2 Sem⇡ref 2
(c) Camera 3 Sem⇡ref 3
Figure 3.14: Semantic Median Average Sem⇡ref C .
areas. Other labels may have projection errors for not being enclosed in the ground
plane. Process to extract shared areas is:
1. Semantic information coming from pairs of cameras is combined to create three
common floor semantic areas (Figure 3.15).
2. Using common semantic between pair of cameras one can extract common floor
areas for the three cameras at the same time. Those areas have been detected
as the same label in three cameras so hypothetically, its probability to be floor
class is even higher. Figure 3.16 depicts common floor areas between all the
cameras.
Due to the multi camera setup and some scene occlusions the common area shared
by all the cameras represents a really reduced area of the room.
3.3.3 Pedestrian Reprojection
During this Section we explain how pedestrian detections are reprojected from its
original camera to other frames.
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(a) Cam 1 and 2. Sem⇡ref 1 ^ Sem⇡ref 2 (b) Cam 2 and 3. Sem⇡ref 2 ^ Sem⇡ref 3
(c) Cam 3 and 1. Sem⇡ref 3 ^ Sem⇡ref 1
Figure 3.15: Common semantic areas between pair of cameras
Figure 3.16: Common semantic areas for all the cameras Sem⇡ref 1 ^ Sem⇡ref 2 ^
Sem⇡ref 3
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3.3.3.1 Cylinder Estimation
Detected bounding boxes on one camera frame, due to camera perspective, do not
correspond spatially with the exact position of the detected object. This detection
error should be corrected before projecting blobs either to another camera instance
or to the common cenital plane. In [54] a cylinder estimation technique is proposed
to solve this problem. Figure 3.17 graphically represents [54] solution for bounding
box transference between cameras.
Figure 3.17: Cylinder estimation for camera instance projections. Extracted from
[54].
When the blue bounding boxes are projected from image (a) to image (c) they
are not correctly placed on the pedestrian. The solution is to compute the cylinder
that embraces the square whose side is the blue bounding box (b). Once the cylinder
is estimated, the person will ideally be in the middle of the cylinder.
Cylinder estimation has been integrated in the proposed system to correct PD
errors. Figure 3.18 represents the method but in this case, applied to the case when the
bounding box is projected to the cenital plane ⇡ref . The projection of the bounding
box (green line) is not in the same position as the center of the cylinder (end of the
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purple line). The center of the cylinder corresponds to a more approximate position
of the detected person.
Figure 3.18: Cylinder estimation for cenital view projections
3.3.3.2 Pedestrian Reprojection Between Cameras
When pedestrian detections have been projected onto the cenital plane they can be
reprojected from it back to other camera frames, for instance, pedestrian detections
from Cameras 2 and 3 may be reprojected onto Camera 1. This process is done when
cameras are observing the same spatial area. Ideally, if the three cameras detect the
same person, reprojection may not be necessary but, if one of them misses a detection,
reprojection method may lead to avoid that miss detection. Steps to fuse detections
between cameras are:
1. Detected pedestrians in all the cameras are projected to the cenital plane ⇡ref
by the process from Section 3.3.1.5.
2. Projected blobs from one camera are transferred to diﬀerent cameras as others
detector blobs.
3. Reprojected blobs are finally created by the use of a fixed aspect ratio to, using
the width of the blob obtain the height (which was lost due to the cenital
projection).
4. Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) is applied in frame Ft to join original detec-
tions from its camera and reprojections.
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Figure 3.19 represents an example of reprojection. If two white circles are displayed, it
means that two bounding boxes from other cameras have been reprojected. However,
the absence of a third bounding box means that one reprojection has fused with the
original detection while the other is not accurate enough to do it.
(a) Camera 1 + Reprojections from 2 and 3 (b) Camera 2 + Reprojections from 1 and 3
(c) Camera 3 + Reprojections from 1 and 2
Figure 3.19: Pedestrian detection reprojection. Original and reprojected bounding
boxes. White circles correspond to reprojected detections from others camera.
3.4 Semantic Filtering
Semantic constraining is used in the proposed system to filter false positives detections
in not plausible semantic scene areas. Generally, people are always walking on paths
so, floor areas may be used to constrain pedestrian detections to this hypothesis. In
our system, common floor areas between pairs of cameras are used instead of shared
areas between the three cameras (see Section 3.3.2.2) . This choice is based on the
reduced common floor area between the three cameras (see Figure 3.16) in comparison
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to the complete scene.
The constraint idea is that a bounding box coming from a camera C1 is assumed
correctly detected if the center of its related cylinder is on the common floor between
C1 and C2 and also between C1 and C3. If that condition is not fulfilled that detection
is suppressed.
Figure 3.20 represents diﬀerent constraining frame examples.
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
(c) Camera 3
Figure 3.20: Pedestrian semantic constraining. Blobs which projection does not fall
on the common floor between two cameras are just displayed by a circle and text
label.
3.5 Statistical Usage Data
Along this Section we explain the proposed system to extract statistical usage data
frame by frame given a sequence. The aim is to obtain one graph per selected class
that measures the amount of people at a moment t of time in the determined semantic
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area during the sequence.
3.5.1 Statistical Semantic Map Generation
For this task, rather than creating common areas between cameras as done for the PD
constraining, information for all the cameras have been joined without strictly being
shared. This have been done to preserve as much semantic information as possible
and so, have bigger floor or door areas than if we were more restrictive.
The result from this step is a unique map that represents the hole spatial area
(Figure 3.21).
Figure 3.21: Statistical semantic map
3.5.2 Usage Curves and Paths
We have decided to only consider for this process floor, doors and chairs labels,
which are the most accurate detections from the semantic segmentation. Following
the same principle as in the previous Section, pedestrians are projected on to the
statistical semantic map and so one can be able to know how many people are in each
of the designed areas.
In addition, one can divide Figure 3.9 into diﬀerent subregions of fixed size and
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extract in which of them pedestrians density is higher.
3.6 Gaussian Representation of Bounding Boxes
Only for visualization purposes another representation method has been included. In
the simple cylinder representation pedestrian are represented with two perpendicular
lines, however, this representation lacks of detections score information. To solve this
issue we propose a new representation method based on a Gaussian function placed
at the middle of the estimated cylinder.
Every pedestrian detection is so, represented as a Gaussian function of the form
described in Eq. 3.3.
f(x, y) = Aexp
✓
 
✓
(x  x0)2
2 2x
+
(y   y0)2
2 2y
◆◆
(3.3)
In this case A is the amplitude which typically is set to A = 1, x0, y0 represent
the mean of the gaussian which, in our case, is the center of the estimated bounding
box cylinder and  x, y which is the standard deviation and in our case represents
the accuracy of the detection.
In order to relate a detection score Sn with a determinate standard deviation a
simple rule explained in Eq 3.4 is proposed.
 x =  y = (Sn · 10) + 5 (3.4)
This Equation has been adapted to the size of the used cenital plane. Detections
with higher scores are represented as a narrow gaussian function (Figure 3.22a) while
lower scores lead to wide gaussians (Figure 3.22b).
(a) High score detection. Frame 86 (b) Low score detections. Frame 87
Figure 3.22: Gaussian representation examples
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Chapter 4
Developed Application
Within this Chapter the developed application in terms of software development is
described.
This application is the base for the integration of pedestrian detection algorithms
as well as semantic segmentation. Visualization and arrangement of the usage statis-
tics from the diﬀerent areas of interest is also done by the software.
Application environment should be user-friendly to ensure a correct and easy usage
by the end user. It has been developed completely from scratch for the purpose of
this Master Thesis.
The application has been developed under QT Creator1 coding environment in
Mac OS Sierra. This decision has fundamentally been based on the following QT
characteristics:
1. Its cross-platform characteristic which makes it easily portable from one oper-
ating system to another such as Windows or Linux distributions.
2. Its application window designer that allows the programmer to design software
windows by using an interface instead of having to create windows by coding
(Figure 4.1).
3. The possibility to add OpenCV2 libraries to the project as well as independent
external libraries.
4. Its multi-thread capabilities that enables to perform diﬀerent code segments in
various threads to increase computational speed.
1https://www.qt.io/
2http://opencv.org/
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Figure 4.1: QT Main Window Designer
Due to the complexity of some of the algorithms used, in terms of parameter tuning
and configuration, two separate applications have been developed: developer and user
version.
The first version of the software corresponds to the developer application. It
is design so it can be used by programmers or engineers who generally understand
concepts of the algorithms running at the backend application. This means that:
1. Variable parameters are available for tuning from the graphical interface.
2. Diﬀerent pedestrian detectors can be selected.
3. Options and tuning for these algorithms can be done.
4. Results are displayed in diﬀerent areas.
This version allows to change parameters and methods online. However, this assumes
that the user has basic knowledge on how parameters aﬀect the software performance.
For the developer application both single-thread and multi-thread versions have
been developed and are discussed on the following lines. All the code for both ap-
proaches is available in a GitHub Repository3.
3https://github.com/alexlopezcifuentes/IPCV-MasterThesis/
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During the analysis of the application trough the Section some flow-charts are
displayed. A common legend for all of them is included in Figure 4.2.
4.1 Single-thread Developer Application
During the first stages of the development and for the sake of simplicity the application
has been designed and developed to run under a single thread. This means that all
the processing has been done sequentially camera by camera. A simple flow-chart
diagram that illustrates the execution path can be seen in Figure 4.3 .
This approach has the advantage that all the code is executed in the same mem-
ory segment. This makes really simple, for instance, to share information between
cameras. This design is however, only valid if the computational eﬀort is minimum.
All the process for the three cameras should be computed one after the other which
means that when calculating detections for one camera, the others remain idle. When
working with such a multi-camera system with heavy algorithms running  as in the
proposed method  the computational time increases exponentially and this design is
no longer worthwhile.
4.2 Multi-thread Developer Application
Multi-thread Developer approach can be observed in the flow-chart displayed in Figure
4.4. Now diﬀerent threads are running in parallel, one for each camera, and so, all
the process is no longer done sequentially and computing power of the CPU can be
further exploited.
However, as threads are running separately a synchronization strategy should be
included to keep consistency in the application.
One thread can process a frame faster than another one due to multiple external
reasons, nevertheless, the application should display the same exact frame for all the
cameras at the same time. This is specially relevant if results are going to be shared
between threads. In our case the synchronization is performed by two barriers  see
diagram 4.4 .
• The first one ensures that all the threads have perform PD before sharing these
detections to the rest of the threads.
• Second barrier creates a meeting point at the end of the frame processing so a
thread waits to the others before sending results to the main display.
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Start/Stop Module Input/Output Module
Process Module
Decision
Module
Figure 4.2: Flow-chart legend
Interface Start
Interface Idle Video SequenceUI Parameters
Get Frame
Camera 2Camera 1 Camera 3
DisplayVideo
Finished
Video Stops
No
Yes
Figure 4.3: Flow-chart diagram for the single-thread application
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Interface Start
Interface Idle Video SequenceUI Parameters
Threads Start
Get New Video Frame
Camera 2 ThreadCamera 1 Thread Camera 3 Thread
PD Barrier / Meeting Point
Camera 2 ThreadCamera 1 Thread Camera 3 Thread
Display Barrier / Meeting Point
Display
Video
Finished
Video Processing Stops
No
Yes
Figure 4.4: Flow-chart diagram for the multi-thread application
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4.2.1 Main Application Window
Main application window is shown in Figure 4.5. As one can observe it is compose of
four separate areas:
Figure 4.5: Main application window
4.2.1.1 Application Menu Bar
In the menu depicted in Figure 4.6 the main application actions are contained. From
here the user can:
1. Open a new video sequence.
2. Compute the set of needed homographies for the integrated algorithms.
3. Close the application.
4. Search through the help searcher.
5. Open the external information window.
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(a) File submenu (b) Help submenu
(c) Open file dialog (d) Application information window.
Figure 4.6: Application menu bar
4.2.1.2 Options Menu
The options box (see Figure 4.7) in the application contains all the possible parameters
that can be tuned during the execution of the program. From here algorithms can
be changed in real time so there is no need to restart the execution before changing
some parameter. From here user can change:
• Pedestrian detectors. The user can select among the following ones:
G PSP-Net detector
G HOG
G DPM
G ACF
G Fast-RCNN
• Diﬀerent representation methods for PD detections as explained in Section 3.3.3:
G Lines
G Gaussians
• Enables the user to select the threshold for PD algorithms.
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• PD Filtering or constraint as explained in Section 3.3.3 can also be changed.
The available options are:
G Raw PD
G PD with semantic constraining.
G PD with multi camera reprojection.
• Mask filtering option to perform PD over a limited area.
• Ground truth check box to display or not ground truth information.
Figure 4.7: Options Menu
4.2.1.3 Information Display
Along this text box status information is provided to the user. Messages such as
“Open video files”, “Processing starts now” or “DPM Pedestrian Detector is now in
use” appear during the execution of the application so the user can obtain some
information about what to do, or what algorithm is in use. This can be observed in
Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Information Display
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4.2.1.4 Results Display
This is the main display area in the application in which all the visual results are
presented.
We have three separate windows for each of the used cameras as well as one
more display window for the cenital plane. Here the camera frames and associated
detections and/or ground truth are shown: Besides all the projected semantic can be
observed on the cenital frame. An example is depicted in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Results Display Area
4.2.2 Classes Distribution
In terms of C++ basic units the application has been divided into several classes for
a better code design and to ease code comprehension / interpretation.
• MainWindow: This class corresponds to the main interface window and main
application thread. It is the base for all the further processing as everything
is inherited from this class. The reason for that is that MainWindow class
is used to create threads and sharing procedures between them. Associated
functions for this class are:
G Creating file open dialogs.
G Setting up and start all the camera threads.
G Update all the algorithms configurations from the UI.
G Displaying results through the CVImageWidget class.
G Sharing information between threads.
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• AboutWindow: Class that executes the second available information window.
This instance displays general application information.
• CameraWorker: Main class for all the execution in each of the cameras. Cam-
eraWorker class is linked with a unique thread that process all the algorithms
inside. It has CameraStream, PeopleDetector, Evaluation and Barrier
classes declared within it to distribute the processing.
• CameraStream: This class includes all the functions that are related to video
processing except PD:
G Main sequence reading loop.
G Homographies calculations
G Semantic projections.
• PeopleDetector: Main class to carry PD out. All the functions to detect,
project and draw results either on the camera frame or on the cenital plane are
in this class.
• Evaluation: Here ground truth is read and also the evaluation between system
pedestrian detection and ground truth information is performed.
• Barrier: This class deals with thread synchronization. It is declared in Main-
Window and passed by arguments to the thread so each of them has the same
exact barrier object to perform the synchronization.
• CVImageWidget: Display representation class that deals with all the pro-
cesses to draw OpenCV Mat images into the QT main window interface Widget.
In Figure 4.10 a hierarchical representation of how the diﬀerent objects are arranged
is presented.
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Figure 4.10: Hierarchical representation of the code
As one can observe everything is under the heritage of theMainWindow object.
Here we have three CameraWorker threads that include the Barrier object, and
three CameraStream , PeopleDetector and Evaluator  one for each one . In
addition, MainWindow instantiates also AboutWindow and CVImageWidget
objects.
4.3 Multi-thread User Application
On the contrary to the discussed version, the second developed application is focused
on general users. This version only allows to load the video files and display results.
All the parameters are set by default so the user does not have to fine tune any of
them. This turns the usage and the general perception of the application much more
simple and easy. Default setup is parametrized as the best observed configuration in
the results (see Chapter 5). Figure 4.11 displays the general user application window.
Conversely to the developer application, the only functionality of the main window
is to display results and guide information. All the options presented in the developer
application for parameter setup are no longer available.
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Figure 4.11: User version application main window
Chapter 5
Results
During this Chapter all the achieved results are exposed and analyzed. First, a brief
analysis of the recording hardware used during the Thesis is done. Second, in detail,
the experiment setup is explained, i.e. the generated data-set, ground truth, and the
evaluation framework. Later, qualitative results concerning homography projections
and semantic segmentation are presented. Pedestrian detection results in term of
performance are also extracted. Usage data extraction, and specifically, usage curves
and most used paths are analyzed. Finally, results concerning application performance
are presented.
5.1 Recording Hardware
The project has been developed in the Escuela Politécnica Superior (Universidad
Autónoma de Madrid). Due to this fact, the testing environment has been the hall of
the mentioned engineering school which has a setup of three Internet Protocol Cam-
eras (IP Cameras). This type of cameras can send and receive data via a computer
network and Internet which allows the user to set the configuration and receive frames
from the cameras.
5.1.1 Camera Specifications
Specifically, the camera model used along the project has been the Sony SNC-RZ50P
PTZ Camera. This is a PTZ camera which means that is able to Pan, Tilt and Zoom
all over the scene. This camera has a pan range of 340 degrees and a tilt range of 115
degrees, enabling users to monitor a wide area over the scene if the camera is moved
(Figure 5.1) .
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Figure 5.1: Camera Sony SNC-RZ50P Pan/Tilt Range diagram
The complete and relevant specifications of the cameras are detailed in Table 5.1.
In the scope of our work the most important features are the frame resolution and the
number of frames per second. The highest resolution and highest frame rate profiles
have been chosen to operate on the best quality available scenario.
Camera
Horizontal viewing angle 1.7 to 42.0 degrees
Focal length f = 3.5 to 91.0 mm
F-number F1.6 (wide), F3.8 (tele)
Minimum object distance 320 mm (wide),1,500 mm (tele)
Pan angle -170 to +170 degrees
Pan speed 300 degrees/s (max.)
Tilt angle -90 to +25 degrees
Tilt speed 300 degrees/s (max.)
Image
Image size (H x V) 640 x 480, 320 x 240, 160 x 120
Compression format JPEG, MPEG-4, H.264
Maximum frame rate JPEG/MPEG-4 25 fps (640 x 480)
H.264 8 fps (640 x 480)
Table 5.1: Camera Sony SNC-RZ50P Specifications
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5.1.2 Camera User Web Interface
The camera comes with a built-in web interface that helps the user to visualize the
visual range and set the diﬀerent parameters that would change the camera behavior.
The most important features that users are able to tune are described as follow:
• Camera control: Through this interface one can control and set the position of
the camera in terms of pan, tilt and zoom (Figure 5.2). Changes in this three
variables lead to diﬀerent visualizations of the scene.
Figure 5.2: Visualization and control menu
• Preset position: In this menu (Figure 5.3) one could save the position that has
been set in Figure 5.2 in order to recover the same position if the camera has
been moved before in precise and easily manner.
Figure 5.3: Preset position setting menu
• Tour setting: One can set the camera to describe a tour over the scene. This
process is done by setting at least two diﬀerent preset positions from where the
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camera is moving from one to the other at a also configurable set speed. The
menu to configure this behavior is displayed in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Tour setting menu
5.2 Experimental Setup
In this section, the generated data-set, ground truth and the proposed evaluation
framework used to obtain results are detailed. All these factors apply to all the
performed experiments.
5.2.1 Data-Set
Data-set has been generated in the university hall. A tour for each camera has been
set so they move only changing position in the X/horizontal axis and not in the
Y/vertical direction. Reasons concerning camera panning were presented in Section
3.3.1.3.
The complete data-set consists on a set of three diﬀerent scenarios of 5 8 minutes
long recorded on three diﬀerent days. In each of the scenarios sequences for all the
cameras have been obtained  i.e. 3 videos for each sequence, one for each camera
(see Figure 5.5 for an example) . The technical characteristics of the videos are:
• Number of videos per recording: 3
• Resolution: 640x480 pixels.
• Frame rate: 23.976 fps.
• Video Format: MPEG Video (Version 2) (Main@High).
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Figure 5.5: Data-set example frames for a recorded scenario
5.2.2 Ground Truth Generation
We have selected one of the three scenarios to fully evaluate the proposed system.
The selected sequence for evaluation purposes is a mixture between easy and
complex situations for a pedestrian detector. Situations range from people walking
alone across the hall, to people pushing objects like a wheelchair. The scenario also
includes big groups of people both inside and outside the building. In general due to
image quality in terms of resolution and illumination and pedestrian situations the
selected sequence is in the medium-high range of complexity for pedestrian detection
(see Figure 5.6 for examples frames of the selected scenario).
In order to carry the evaluation out ground truth information is needed. The
video has been manually annotated with Via Annotation Tool1 to generate pedestrian
bounding boxes. This software allows the user to generate XML files with bounding
boxes positions for complete sequences. The scenario is composed of three diﬀerent
videos of 8300 frames, which means that the total number of manually annotated
frames is 25.200.
1https://sourceforge.net/projects/via-tool/
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Figure 5.6: Annotated ground truth frames
5.2.3 Evaluation Framework
Evaluation Metrics
Once the data-set scenario has been correctly annotated one can proceed to evaluate
the performance of pedestrian detectors. In order to evaluate these algorithms Pre-
cision and Recall metrics are used. The calculation of these metrics is defined in Eq.
5.1 and Eq. 5.2, respectively.
Precision =
#TruePositives
#TruePositives+#False Positives
(5.1)
Recall =
#TruePositives
#TruePositives+#FalseNegatives
(5.2)
In addition, to measure performance in a more general process F-Score is used. It
combines both Precision and Recall in a unique metric measure. Eq 5.3 express the
general metric expression.
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Figure 5.7: Via Annotation Tool software main window
F   Score = (2 · Precision ·Recall)
(Precision+Recall)
(5.3)
Bounding-Box Comparison
To extract these metrics we should have a method to compute which bounding boxes
match with the ground truth. In order to achieve this objective Intersection over
Union (IoU) or Jaccard metric has been selected. IoU is computed as in Eq 5.4 and
it measures the relation between bounding boxes overlapping and its union areas.
IoU(Detection, GroundTruth) =
OverlapArea(Detection, GroundTruth)
UnionArea(Detection, GroundTruth)
(5.4)
This means that even if the bounding boxes overlap perfectly  one lies completely
inside the other , but the union area of them is high, IoU metric has a small value.
This eﬀect can be observed in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Intersection over Union or Jaccard Index
For our evaluation framework a detection is consider correct if
IoU(Detection, GroundTruth)  0.5
which is the usually selected metric value in the State of the Art.
5.3 Homography and Semantic Segmentation
During this Section qualitative results regarding homography and semantic segmen-
tation calculation are presented.
Homography
Correctly calculated homographies are essential for the right performance of further
algorithms. In order to test that homographies have been correctly achieved by the
manual selection of points, views have been projected with its correspondent matrix.
In addition, selected points from both the frame (blue points) and the cenital plane
(red points) have been overlapped in the same image. Some examples can be observed
in Figure 5.9.
Qualitative results in Figure 5.9a suggest that homographies are accurate enough
in almost all the cases. Blue points are not visible because of the overlapping with
the red ones, which means that their correspondence is perfect. However, one small
error can be noticed in Figure 5.9a where there exists a displacement between the red
point and the blue one (top of the image).
It is important to highlight, how precision and image quality is reduced the further
the points are from the camera. It can be observed in the blurred image parts of the
images. This is a standard problem when dealing with such type of homographies.
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(a) Camera 1 View 7 (b) Camera 2 View 6
(c) Camera 3 View 5
Figure 5.9: Projected views with overlapping of selected points.
Semantic Segmentation
In this Section results regarding the performance of PSP-Net in the proposed scenario
are presented. In order to test the algorithm and for the lack of ground-truth anno-
tations for semantic segmentation, we include in Figure 5.10 illustrative examples of
common problems that should be qualitatively evaluated.
Taking a look to results one can derive that PSP-Net extracts high quality results
in terms of semantic. It is noticeable that most of the floor, if it is not occluded by
some scene element, as in the top image from Figure 5.10, is correctly extracted.
It is also important to point out that segmentation is not perfect when dealing
with diﬃcult illumination cases or complex objects. It can be observed that columns
are not correctly segmented. Some of them are misclassified as walls or floor. This
is one of the main issues for our system as an accurate floor detection is needed
for constraining pedestrian detections. In addition, crystal doors such as the ones
displayed in the top and bottom images, are not correctly distinguish from building
and wall labels which could also be a main issue for further statistical data extraction
algorithms.
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Figure 5.10: RGB frames and PSP-Net Semantic segmentation results. From top to
bottom: Camera 1, Camera 2, Camera 3.
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5.4 Pedestrian Detection
During this section results concerning PD approaches are presented. HOG, DPM and
PSP-Net algorithms are chosen for evaluation. However, the ACF algorithm is also
integrated in the application and oﬄine generated results from Fast-RCNN can be
also load in the application.
We propose a set of four diﬀerent experiments to measure the overall performance
of the developed system and the contribution to PD of each of the designed modules.
Results are presented within Recall versus Precision curves. In order to cre-
ate these graphs, algorithms have been evaluated in all the four test using five dif-
ferent values from the score thresholding [0, 1] interval. Each threshold iteration
(0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) for an algorithm in a test, provides one point of the curve. To
proceed with this process all the algorithms scores have been normalized from its orig-
inal values to the [0, 1] interval. Maximum and minimum scores have been used for
this purpose. In order to obtain scores extrema for all the detectors a train sequence
selected from the data-set has been used.
Mono-Camera Environment
Here pedestrian detections are tested working only in a mono-camera environment.
This means that neither information is shared by the cameras nor semantic constrains
are applied to detections. This experiment measures performance of raw detectors.
Results are presented in Figure 5.11.
Multi-Camera Environment
Algorithms are tested in a multi-camera setup. As explained in 3.3.3.2 detections from
cameras are reprojected and combined onto other cameras . Results are presented in
Figure 5.12.
Mono-Camera Environment with Semantic Constraining
People detection are analyzed again in a mono camera environment but this time,
applying semantic constraining as explained in Section 3.4. Results are presented in
Figure 5.13.
Multi-Camera Environment with Semantic Constraining
Finally, the last test embraces all the proposed algorithms running within the multi-
camera reprojection setup and applying semantic constraints. (Figure 5.14)
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(c) Camera 3
Figure 5.11: Recall / Precision graphs for mono camera pedestrian detection
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(c) Camera 3
Figure 5.12: Recall / Precision graphs for multi camera pedestrian detection
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(c) Camera 3
Figure 5.13: Recall / Precision graphs for mono camera with semantic constraining
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(c) Camera 3
Figure 5.14: Recall / Precision graphs for multi camera with semantic constraining
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Overall Comparison
In order to compare numerically all the PD approaches in diﬀerent experiments F-
Score results have been obtained and presented in Table 5.2. For this Table the best
F-Score metric for a PD for each particular experiment has been chosen.
Pedestrian Detector MonoCamera
Multi
Camera
Mono
Camera
Seman-
tic
Multi
Camera
Seman-
tic
HOG
Camera 1 0.26 0.17 0.15 0.12
Camera 2 0.12 0.07 0.14 0.08
Camera 3 0.28 0.19 0.22 0.15
DPM
Camera 1 0.37 0.16 0.39 0.16
Camera 2 0.19 0.12 0.23 0.13
Camera 3 0.29 0.19 0.34 0.17
PSP-
Net
Camera 1 0.50 0.31 0.45 0.34
Camera 2 0.44 0.24 0.30 0.22
Camera 3 0.52 0.35 0.56 0.38
Table 5.2: F-Score comparison between all the experiments and pedestrian detector
approaches. Best results for an approach in each camera is in bold. Best overall result
is in red.
5.4.1 Pedestrian Detection Results Discussion
General PD Performance
If one analyzes Figures 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 it is easily observable that PSP-Net
outperforms DPM and HOG in every experiment and in all the cameras. This is
quite logical as algorithms based on CNNs usually perform better than classical PD
approaches (see Chapter 2).
However, none of the detectors yields adequate results for the test sequence. Ideal
results should lead to high recall and low precision values when Th ' 0 and on the
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Figure 5.15: Recall / Precision curves for DPM in diﬀerent experiments
other hand, low recall and high precision values when Th ' 1. This poor results may
be influenced by the sequence diﬃculty and the complete ground truth.
Eﬀect of Semantic Constraining
If one focus the analysis on the general system performance, and specifically, con-
sidering the eﬀect of semantic constraining we have to center the attention to Table
5.2.
If we take a look at HOG descriptor two out of the three best results are obtained
using raw HOG. Only Camera 2 with semantic constrain marginally outperforms F-
Score of the raw detector. PSP-Net presents the same eﬀect where only camera 3 gets
a better result using semantic constraining. However, DPM using semantic filtering
outperforms the scores obtained with raw DPM for every camera, suggesting that the
inclusion of semantic information leads to and increase in DPM performance. This
eﬀect can also be observed when Precision and Recall values for DPM detector in two
diﬀerent experiments are depicted in the same Recall/Precision graph (Figure 5.15).
In our opinion, HOG and PSP-Net do not appear to benefit from semantic segmen-
tation due to their lower number of detections with respect to DPM. Both approaches,
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(a) DPM (b) HOG
(c) PSP-Net
Figure 5.16: Diﬀerences in number of detections for Th = 0 and same t.
although their scores have been normalized to the [0, 1] interval, extract good results
even with the lowest threshold. This is totally contrary to DPM detector, in which,
using Th = 0 a high number of detections are obtained. (See Figure 5.16 for visual
results).
This means, that if detections are already accurate and due to our common se-
mantic maps, they lay on some of the floor holes from Figure 3.21, detections are
suppressed. This leads to obtaining a worse performance than using the raw detec-
tor. In order words, semantic constraining is to be consider worthwhile if the number
of false positives laying in areas diﬀerent than floor is higher than the number of
wrongly suppressed detections.
In addition, as depicted in Figure 5.6 ground truth has been made so every pedes-
trian is annotated in the sequence. This is a problem when using semantic constraining
as every detection placed at the outside is suppressed for not being inside the hall.
Furthermore, PSP-Net as is depicted in Figure 5.17 does not obtain pedestrian detec-
tions when analyzing people outside the building which could be one of the reasons
of its low performance.
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Figure 5.17: Misclassification of people in semantic segmentation. Camera 3
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure 5.18: Pedestrian detection error leads to a reprojection displacement. Camera
1: Red circle corresponds to correct cylinder and green one corresponds to the actual
estimation. Camera 2: White circle represents reprojection from Camera 1.
Multi Camera Reprojection System Performance
If we now focus on the performance of the multi camera system when dealing with
reprojections of pedestrian, Table 5.2 shows that is not properly working. In both
experiments in which reprojection is used (second and fourth experiments) worse
results than even the raw detectors are obtained. This could be due to two reasons:
1. If a person is detected but, the bounding box does not surround entirely the
person, the reprojection is not accurate. This eﬀect can be observed in Figure
5.18, in which the detection is correct but feet are not in the bounding box.
This leads to a spatial diﬀerence between the cylinder center estimation and
the actual person (see Figure 5.18b).
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(a) Camera 2 (b) Camera 3
Figure 5.19: Pedestrian reprojection error due to height
2. When reprojecting detections, blob height is lost and further reconstructed with
respect to a fixed aspect ratio. This process could lead to examples as the ones in
Figure 5.19. Projections are finally reconstructed as small or big blobs if width
is small or big respectively. Two reprojections from other cameras are present
however, one of them has not been combined. This means that reprojections
not correctly combined with the original detection from the camera produce a
false positive.
5.5 Statistical Usage Data
In this Section we present a couple of simple applications that exploits the extraction
of statistical usage data.
5.5.1 Experiment 1
We propose to illustrate usage curves on two diﬀerent semantic areas: doors and
floor. The choice has been made regarding the limitations of the map in Figure 3.21.
On each semantic area one pedestrian density per frame graphic is obtained. The
obtained curves are displayed in Figures 5.20 and 5.21.
5.5.2 Experiment 1 Results Discussion
Observing Figure 5.20 and considering the correspondent frame, displayed at the top
of the graph, it can be observed that there is a correspondence between periods when
most people are walking through the scene and the diﬀerent peaks from the curve.
This means that promising results in this area are obtained. Nevertheless, Figure
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Figure 5.20: Floor usage graph. From left to right in camera frames: t1 = 1594,
t2 = 4877 and t3 = 6228.
Figure 5.21: Doors usage graph. From left to right in camera frames: t1 = 1541,
t2 = 2808, t3 = 3569 and t4 = 5091.
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5.20 at t1 = 1594 and t2 = 4877 shows that we are not getting an accurate measure
at t1 and t2 due to false positive detections, and also due to the group detection as a
whole.
Regarding the doors usage one can observe that there an accurate relation between
people passing trough doors in approximately frames t1 = 1541, t2 = 2808, t3 = 3569
and t4 = 5091 and curve peaks in Figure 5.21.
5.5.3 Experiment 2
In addition, some results about the most used areas of the hall have been extracted.
All the scene has been divided into regular sub regions of fixed size in which pedestrian
flow has been measured. Results concerning this process are displayed in Figure 5.22
for a subregion size of 40x40 pixels and in Figure 5.23 for a subregion size of 70x70
pixels.
Yellow squares represent the amount of pedestrians found in that sub region. The
more strong the color appears in the image it means that pedestrian density over that
area has been higher than in the neighborhood. A temporal comparison has been
made with the correspondent frame.
5.5.4 Experiment 2 Results Discussion
In both Figures 5.22 and 5.23 it is observable that most used paths increase accord-
ingly pedestrian flow in the sequence. For that reason when a person enters the
building areas surrounding the door get highlighted. In the same manner, when a
big pedestrian group walks along the scene all their trajectory is being highlighted as
pedestrian density over that areas is highly increased.
5.6 Application Performance
Along this section the experiments concerning the application eﬃciency are described.
Firstly, results concerning diﬀerences between the single thread and the multi
thread applications are exposed. Measures have been obtained by using the same
sequence and the same PD algorithms. In Table 5.3 one can observe the diﬀerence in
terms frame per second for the same video sequence and the same pedestrian detector
approach (HOG).
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(a) Camera 2 . Frame at t = t0 (b) Usage Map at t = t0
(c) Camera 1. Frame at t = t1 (d) Usage Map at t = t1
(e) Camera 1. Frame at t = t2 (f) Usage Map at t = t2
(g) Camera 3. Frame at t = t3 (h) Usage Map at t = t3
Figure 5.22: Pedestrians paths usage along the Hall. Scene has been divided in sub
regions of 40 pixels.
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(a) Camera 2. Frame at t = t0 (b) Usage Map at t = t0
(c) Camera 1. Frame at t = t1 (d) Usage Map at t = t1
(e) Camera 1. Frame at t = t2 (f) Usage Map at t = t2
(g) Camera 3. Frame at t = t3 (h) Usage Map at t = t3
Figure 5.23: Pedestrians paths usage along the Hall. Scene has been divided in sub
regions of 70 pixels.
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Programming Approach FPS
Single-Thread 0.26 fps
Multi-Thread 1.42 fps
Table 5.3: Comparison between the use of single thread or multi threads
In addition, all the PD are compared when evaluated in the multi thread environ-
ment with the same video sequence. This results can be seen in Table 5.4
Pedestrian Detector FPS
HOG 1.35 fps
ACF 0.60 fps
DPM 0.94 fps
PSP-Net (Oﬄine) 1.60 fps
Table 5.4: Comparison between the use of single thread or multi threads
5.6.1 Application Performance Results Discussion
Looking at Table 5.3, one can easily derive that the speed up of using multithreads is
clear. This diﬀerence implies that in the amount of time the single thread application
obtains results for three frames, the multi-thread application has been executed almost
5.5 times. This is a huge improvement in the computational time.
In terms of pedestrian detection comparison, taking a look a the table one can
easily observe that PSP-Net is the one which runs faster. However, its oﬄine compu-
tation makes it evidentially the fastest. Comparing those which are truly computed
online, HOG is the one that performs faster followed by DPM and ACF.
Nevertheless, it is noticeable that even the slowest PD multi thread approach,
performs faster than HOG in the single-thread application.
5.7 Overall Discussion
Taking into account all the presented results one can observe that some proposed
algorithms from the system are performing correctly while others need to be improved.
Homography calculation is accurately enough for the purpose of the system. We
observed that almost all the homographies were correctly computed and thee only
one small error does not lead to further problems in algorithms.
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Semantic segmentation using PSP-Net has some main drawbacks when dealing
with columns or doors segmentation. In the first case, when misclassifying columns,
sometimes, leads to a false floor label. This means that finally, when creating the
semantic reference plane ⇡ref some floor areas truly columns. Doors errors in some
specific frames could lead to not obtaining door areas, however, when combining all
the sequence frames by the temporal median filter this problem is solved as depicted
in Figure 3.21.
Moving to performance in terms of pedestrian detection above results show that
multi cameras reprojection is not working properly in any of the tested approaches.
However, semantic constraining performs promising when dealing with algorithms
that need some extra filtering due to the high amount of extracted blobs.
Semantic usage extraction, in terms of both usage curves and density paths, per-
forms good although errors from PD are trespassed to these results and so, they are
influence by PD.
Finally, application performance results completely supports the multithread ap-
plication developing due to the high speedup.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This master thesis has described a system capable of performing pedestrian detection
and semantic segmentation over a multi camera setup at the Escuela Politécnica
Superior, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid (Spain). Diﬀerent pedestrian detection
approaches such as HOG, DPM, ACF or Fast-RCNN and a semantic segmentation
algorithm, PSP-Net, have been selected among others from a complete study of the
state of the art.
A complete system to perform pedestrian fusion and filtering has been proposed.
Information from three cameras is combined into a common cenital plane by the use of
homographies. This process allows PD to be shared and reprojected from one camera
to another. In addition, common multi camera semantic information has been used
to constraint PD detections.
Statistical data usage from diﬀerent semantic areas has been extracted. Also,
pedestrian paths in terms of density have been computed based on the scene division
in a regular grid.
In order to control and tune algorithms a multi thread application has been de-
veloped under QT Developing environment. It has a Graphical User Interface that
sets the base for a user-friendly interaction between the user and the software. This
application also allows the user to represent and visualize all the extracted results.
All the system has been tested in a manually annotated recording obtaining per-
formance results for homography calculation, PD approaches under diﬀerent envi-
ronments and semantic areas statistical usage data. During these tests semantic
constraining has improved DPM approach, however HOG or PSP-Net algorithms
constraint with semantic maps have obtained worse results than the raw detector.
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Similarly, multi-camera fusion has not been able to increase performance for any of
the algorithms. Problems related to pedestrian reprojection between cameras com-
bined with PD errors lead to an increase in the number of false positive and so, in
performance decrease.
Statistical data usage has been almost perfectly extracted, having exact frames
in which semantic areas are used. In addition, semantic density paths have been
obtained with high precision in spatial and temporally terms.
6.2 Future Work
Considering current state of the art, obtained results and extracted conclusions one
can set the stage for future work.
In terms of application and software development some improvements are proposed
to be done. Nowadays, heavy computational work is achieved almost in real time by
the use of graphical cards. GPU computation may be implemented in the scope of
this work. Many of the used methods are also implemented with GPU computation
functionalities and the inclusion of this kind of speed-up may result in a improvement
in the system eﬃciency.
Furthermore, the view selection scheme described in Section 3.3.1.5 has a substan-
tial impact on the method’s performance. However, when high illumination changes
occur this process fails. We propose to fix this problem by the use of camera spatial
positions. With this information exact same position for each of the views can be
obtained periodically and so, they can be updated during the video sequence in order
to adapt to illumination changes.
One of the main problems discussed in the results section is that when pedestrians
are reprojected the blob height is lost. Due to this, there are some frames that have
small detections compared to the person size. To correctly reproject the blob we
propose as future work to use real distances between camera and pedestrian detection
to finally obtain an approximation to the real height for the blob.
Regarding results, other data-sets scenarios may be evaluated and ACF and Fast-
RCNN detectors may need to be included in the tests.
Finally, we propose to use the Gaussian representation of bounding boxes to per-
form pedestrian fusion over the cenital plane instead of performing it on the camera
frames.
Appendix A
Cenital Plane Design
One of the main objectives of the work is to project extracted detections from the
three cameras, i.e. pedestrian and semantic, into a common plane for all of them. To
achieve this goal a cenital plane that correctly represents the scene is needed.
First Approach
The first used approach to represent the cenital plane is depict in Figure A.1.
Figure A.1: First cenital plane approach
This cenital plane lacks of details from the scene. The information about the
details of the scenario is minimum and also, the scene proportions are not correct. To
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compute a correct homography between the camera frame and the cenital plane one
should be able to identify the same scene points in both images in the ground plane.
This means that the cenital plane should have enough details so the point selection
is done correctly by the user and the homography is correctly computed.
Second Approach
For this reason, and driven by bad results in terms of projections, another cenital
plane has been computed starting from zero. In this new approach the scene has
correctly been measured by hand and the plane has been done with real measures
and high floor detail.
For correctly drawing the plane AutoCAD 2017 software has been used. The
second plane approach with all the manual measures extracted from the real scene
can be seen in Figure A.2. Figure A.3 represents the final cenital map with the correct
camera positions.
Figure A.2: Second cenital plane approach with real measures
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Figure A.3: Second cenital plane approach with camera positions
It is easily observable that diﬀerences between Figure A.1 and A.3 are outstanding
both in floor details and in general construction proportions. This detail rise leads to
a much more easy homography selection points by the user. This is due to the high
amount of point options to choose from the new cenital map. Evidentially this means
that the final homography matrix, and so, all the projections computed by it, have
better accuracy.
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Appendix B
AKAZE Point Descriptor
AKAZE detector and descriptor [57] is a fast multi scale feature detection an descrip-
tion approach. It exploits the benefits of nonlinear scale spaces.
Previous approaches such as KAZE [58] or BFSIFT [59] have a main time con-
sumption drawback in terms of nonlinear scale space creation.
Nevertheless, AKAZE uses recent numerical schemes called Fast Explicit Diﬀusion
(FED) [60, 61] in order to build any kind of discretization scheme in a much more
faster speed. These FED schemes are embedded in a pyramidal framework in order
to achieve the speedup in terms of features detector.
In addition the use of the Modified-Local Diﬀerence Binary (M-LDB) descriptor
which is described as highly eﬃcient. It exploits gradient and intensity information
from the nonlinear scale space. In addition, M-LDB is both scale and rotation invari-
ant.
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Appendix C
Parametric Homographies Between
Inertial Planes
Homography matrices, as explained during the Thesis, aim to relate the floor plane
present in a frame with the cenital view. However, everything that is not exactly in
the same plane as the floor is not projected properly when the homography matrix is
used. In our work, diﬀerent semantic are needed to be projected, for instance a door.
When using floor homography only its base is correctly projected, whereas the rest
of it is disfigured.
In [62] a solution to this problem is proposed. The general idea is to create a
multilayer reconstruction. Once the homography matrix ⇡ref CHview that relates the
image view with the reference frame ⇡ref C is calculated, one can obtain another
matrix ⇡0Hview that relates the same image frame with a parallel plane called inertial
plane at a fixed height  t.
⇡0Hview can be expressed as a function of ⇡ref CHview and  h as described in Eq
C.1.
⇡0H 1v ( h) =
⇡H 1v + hP kˆ
T , (C.1)
where P = [u0 v0 1]T is the principal point of camera C and kˆ is the unit vector
of the Z axis.
All this process is described in Figure C.1.
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Figure C.1: Extending homography for planes parallel to ⇡ref . ⇡refHV is the available
homography between camera view and reference plane ⇡ref .
By this process, ideally a number k of planes could be generate (Figure C.2) in
which diﬀerent object sections are correctly projected. It could lead to a complete
semantic map in which all the pixels represent semantic areas that have been correctly
projected.
Figure C.2: Set of k inertial planes ⇡k . Each inertial plane is separated from the
other by the same  h height
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